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Students gather around the gazebo for free tune-ups and camaraderie during Bike Week.
Julia Sand
get bikes ready for the spring impact on the environment.
Winonan
season.
"A lot of people knew people

Winona State University
reached its fifth year greasing
chains, pumping tires, and
giving away a new free bike
during Bike Week last week.
Bike Week is full of ways to

The event started five years
ago when leader Gretchen
Michlitsch and a group of
students wanted to come
up with another way to add
to Winona's list of ways to
improve the community's

with bikes in garages that
needed something fixed. This
seemed like it would take a lot
less to get going," Michlitsch
said.
Some of the students, now
graduated, included Lindsay

Kyle Kotajarvi/Winonan

Haupt, Zach Wormwood,
Jonathon Roberts, and Aaron
Heftey.
Michlitsch explained that the
main hope was to get people
riding bikes instead of driving
cars.
"We wanted it to be easy to
do, and let [students] know that

we are supporting it, and make
it safe—helmets and lights,"
said Michlitsch.

See BIKES, pg.2
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Contact us at winonan@winona.edu
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BIKES
Michlitsch, from Michigan
where many ride bikes, said it
is weird to see so many people
who do not wear helmets here.
Getting people to wear
helmets is another hope of Bike
Week.
Sponsored by many clubs
and organizations including
Environment Club, Cycling
Club, Mountain Biking Club,
the Winona State Bike Station,
and many more, Bike Week
allowed students and the public
to stop by the Gazebo from
noon to 4 p.m. each day of
the week to get free basic bike
repairs.
Ryan Mingone spent some
of his hours making repairs
such as greasing chains, fixing
chains, pumping air in tires,

continued from pg. 1
and to "help people figure out "Bike Phantom" placed tags on
why there are noises coming certain bikes in bike racks that
awarded the bike owners with
from their bikes."
Mingone is employed at prizes.
the bike station and has much
That is not all. For the past
experience with bikes, so his four years now, students also
addition to the Bike Week team entered a raffle, winning
helmets, lights, and two new
served students well.
The primary feature of Bike Trek 7.1 FX bikes.
Week is the Gazebo services,
While the main goals and
said Michlitsch.
activities of Bike Week have
Though it may be the primary remained mostly the same over
attraction, it certainly was not the years, campus has seen a
the only activity.
few changes.
Douglas Borden, president
"One of the most significant
of the Cycling Club, led "Intro changes I have seen in the past
to Road Cycling" on Tuesday; five years is how many more
Aaron Johnson, president of people in Winona biking now...
the Mountain Bike Club led We have about five
times
"Intro to Mountain Biking" as many bike racks around
on Thursday; in between, campus," said Michlitsch.
and throughout the week, the
In
addition,
Michlitsch

said, one of the problems biking back at home and his
here at Winona State is the love for it now has him leading
lack of parking. More bikers the club that also shares his
means less cars which means passion for biking.
the problem of parking has
"When I go biking I feel like
decreased.
I can do anything; it brightens
"It is a positive side effect," my day;" Borden said.
said Michlitsch.
Michlitsch said student
Winona State's Bike Week volunteers are vital to the event
has had positive influences as each year.
well as great student turnout "I think student volunteers
weather depending, Michlitsch are what make it happen. It
said they support nearly 100 is student involvement that
bikes every year.
makes it work. Without them,
Borden, who led a biking the substance of it wouldn't be
event Tuesday and participated there," said Michlitsch.
Thursday, also agrees that Bike
Week is a great campus activity.
"I think it is a great; it is
good to get people involved,"
Borden said.
Contact Julia at
Borden participated in road JSandl 0@winona.edu

Kyle Kotajarvi/Winonan

Sydney Swanson/Winonan

Winona State mourns loss of freshman Kelly Beech
Press Release
Winona State University

The Winona State University
community mourns the loss of
freshman Kelly Beech, who
died April 10 at her home in
Slayton, Minn.

2*News

Beech, 19, was a 2011
graduate of Murray County
Central High ' School. She
joined the WSU community
in fall 2011 and was an Art:
Graphic Design major.
Counseling and support
services are being made

available to all members of
the university community who
may be affected by the loss.
Said Connie J. Gores, Vice
President for Student Life &
Development: "As we mourn
the loss of this young woman,
please keep Kelly's family

and friends in your thoughts
and hearts. I encourage you
to reach out and connect
with others. The comfort and
support we offer each other
may help to make peace with
this tremendous loss."
The funeral took place

Saturday, April 14.
For more information, call
the WSU Communications
Office at 507-457-5024.

Pseudo-Naked 5k raises funds, awareness
Calline Cronin

Winonan
The weather cooperated for
Winona State University's
fifth annual Pseudo Naked
5k, which kicked off outside
of Sheehan Hall on a sunny
Saturday morning on April 14.
Five years ago, the idea
for the Pseudo Naked 5k was
developed by several Winona
State resident assistants, who
wanted to create a fundraising
event that acknowledged the
"naked"
cancers,
namely
testicular, prostate, breast, and
ovarian cancers.

Since then, there have been
nearly 100 participants each
year, opting to run, walk, or
rollerblade a route that borders
the Winona State campus.
All participants pay a $10
registration fee, the proceeds of
which are directly donated to
the American Cancer Society.
Thus far, the Pseudo Naked 5k
has raised nearly $10,000 in
donations.
The uniqueness of this 5k
lies in the type of dress code
encouraged—flesh-colored
clothing, costumes, and scanty7
running attire to coincide with
the "fake" naked theme.

This year, Matt Wandzel,
a student and Assistant
Hall Director at Winona
State, sported a skintight
nude bodysuit to run the
5k. Other students, such as
Christina Trovinger and Emily
Kammerer,
donned
nude
spandex shorts and matching
taupe tank tops in spirit of the
race.
Winona State Hall Director
Ann Durley, coordinator of the
Pseudo Naked 5k, admitted that
even though the event requires
a lot of hard work, it's still an
enjoyable endeavor.
"It's a good cause," she said.

"Once you get to the actual day,
it's fun."
One Winona State student
and Resident Assistant who
helped work the 2012 Pseudo
Naked 5k, Autumn Brown,
participated last year on
rollerblades. She wanted to
have fun with her friends as
well as donate to a worthy
cause.
"This was the perfect
opportunity," Brown said.
Not all participants are
Winona
State
students,
however. Julie Denzer, a
Winona resident battling breast
cancer, has walked the Pseudo

Naked 5k for all five years wit!
a smile.
The winner of the 20 L
Pseudo Naked 5k was Aaroi
Murray, a student and Residen
Assistant. Murray, who ran th<
race route barefoot, finishe<
with a time of 18:28.
In the end, the Pseudo Nakec
5k stays true to its motto-^
nudity promotes community.

Contact Calline at
CCroninO?@winona.edit

Second annual Legacy Week this week
Erin Seaberg

Winonan
Warrior Legacy will hold its
second annual Legacy Week
April 16-20. Warrior Legacy
is Winona State University's
student giving campaign.
The campaign, which is
conducted almost entirely by
students, began in 2008.
Last
year,
University
Advancement
intern
Erik
Dittmann worked to expand
and raise awareness for the
campaign. He and his student
committee worked to put
together the first Legacy Week.
Alyssa Foggia, a member
of the Warrior Legacy student
committee,
said,
"When
I volunteer, especially for
something like Warrior Legacy
that is not very well-known,
it's like a challenge for me to
do what I can to help promote
this program in a way that will

hopefully get people excited
about giving back to their
school."
This year, the students behind
Warrior Legacy will be outside
of Kryszko Commons Monday
through Thursday from 11-2
p.m. During this time students
can make a donation to Warrior
Legacy.
Donations to the student
giving campaign support the
sustaining fund. The sustaining
fund helps to support areas of
need at Winona State.
More than 60 percent of the
donations to the sustaining fund
go toward student scholarships.
More than half of Winona
State students benefit from
some form of scholarship. The
sustaining fund also supports
things like research, lectures,
facilities
and - technology
updates.
Students donating to Warrior
Legacy may also choose to

specify which program or
department their donation will
go toward.
During
Legacy
Week,
students will also have the
opportunity to sign a seven- by
nine-foot thank you board. This
board is a way to say thank
you to all the donors who help
support Winona State. After
Legacy Week, the board is
presented to donors at multiple
events throughout the year.
The Winona State mascot,
Wazoo, will be available for
pictures on Wednesday April
18 from 12-2 p.m.
On Friday, April 20 Warrior
Legacy will move to Baldwin
Lounge to take part in Grad
Finale. During this time
graduating seniors have the
opportunity to sign up for the
alumni contact list, donate to
Warrior Legacy, talk to career
services, purchase their cap
and gown and order graduation

announcements.
Grad Finale will take place
from 9 a.m. until 4 p.m.
Baldwin Lounge is located on
the second level of Kryszko
Commons.
"I joined the Legacy because
I know it's something that has
the potential to make a really
big difference on the quality of
my education and this school,"
Erik Larson, a student volunteer
for Warrior Legacy, said.
"By giving a little bit of my
time and money to this program
I feel like I have the chance to
give other students the same
experience that I have had at
Winona State."
Students who are unable to
attend Legacy Week can make
a donation online, or drop off
a donation in Somsen Room
210. In case of bad weather the
Legacy Week events will be
moved to the Lower Hyphen.
Foggia
said, "I
think

volunteering is an importan
part of campus because i
strengthens Winona State':
sense of community. It's pretty
cool knowing that you cai
make a difference on campu:
and influence the studen
body."
Between 2010 and 2011 7.6^
percent of all new Winom
State graduates made a gift t(
the school. This year, Warrio:
Legacy aims t<5 increase tha
number.
If students are interested ir
getting involved in Warrioi
Legacy, they can find more
information
on
Faceboot
at
www.facebook.com,
WSULegacy.

Contact Erin at
ESeaberg()6@\vinona.edu
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Martial arts classes offered through April
Melissa Edel
Winonan
Two Winona State University
seniors, David Chen and
Evan Richgels, are offering
weekly martial arts meetings to
students and the public.
The meetings are being held
through the month of April.
They take place Wednesday
afternoons from
1 p.m. to
3 p.m. in Room 147 of the
Integrated Wellness Complex.
Chen and Richgels bring
together both hard and soft
martial arts with such forms
as Kung Fu, Taekwondo, and
a form of Tai Chi called Yang
Style Short Form.
Chen said he and Richgels

enjoy the martial arts. They
wanted to give people an
opportunity to learn something
they wouldn't have otherwise.
"The goal of the meetings is
not to discipline; it's to share
our experiences with others
and give some people an idea
of what martial arts is like to
us," Richgels said.
People can come to practice
the skills they already have as
well as learn something new.
Chen said that neither he nor
Richgels claim to be experts or
know all of the answers, as they
are still learning themselves,
and they are open to other
people's ideas as well.
Chen has been practicing Tai
Chi for two years and trained

five months in China learning
Kung Fu. He said that Evan
also has practiced in martial
arts training in Taekwondo.
"Although there are many
ways of practicing and viewing
martial arts, we want to share
what we have benefited from
it," Chen said. "To me, martial
arts is more than just the
physical aspects of it and being
able to fight someone, it's
more so about the mindset and
discipline because the qualities
extend to all other aspects of
my life."
Martial
arts
is
often
considered to be "moving
meditation" because in a sense
you are moving around while
at the same time releasing the

mind of all other thoughts,
completely focusing on the
moment and what you are doing
right then and there, Chen said.
Some of the main principles
of martial arts involve patience,
dedication, and humbleness,
Chen said.
The form of martial arts
involves imagining a thread
traveling through the top of
the head, through the spine,
and down through the pelvis.
A person's body weight should
transfer to the legs so the upper
body is light and relaxed.
Balance and coordination are
important, along with deep
diaphragm
breathing
and
relaxation.
"It doesn't matter how well

you can do the actual exercises,
it's more important that you
have the correct mindset
of always moving one step
forward," Chen said.
"For me, the main benefit is
not learning how to fight, it's to
improve my health. It helps you
become grounded physically
and mentally."
Chen hopes the class provides
a place for people to come and
find what they are looking for.

Contact Melissa at
MEdel08@winona.edu

First-ever Women's Health Expo a success
Beth Rockswold
Winonan
The first women's health
expo was in full swing at
Winona State University on
Friday, complete with a packed
crowd.
"This exposition was an
event that could really help
inform women from the local
area and from WSU of the local
establishments that can better
our minds, bodies and souls,"
said student Caitlin Dickey,
after attending the event.
The event was filled with
different stations of local
Winona establishments in the
Talbot gymnasium. Women
from both the campus and the
greater community gathered
to learn more about women's
health.
The gym was set up with
booths, each of which had
an individual or a group of
people standing behind it to
answer questions and provide
information to those who
stopped by.
Some of the booths sponsored
hair and nail salons, such as

4*News

Ambitions Hair and Tanning health stations, such as the Yoga, Tai Chi, and other
Studio and 5 West Hair Salon. WSU nutrition club, and the exercise booths were also
These places handed out free health promotion department, located throughout the expo,
samples of hair products and who passed out pamphlets on with people standing behind
informational packets about how to have better nutrition in the booths ready to answer
a diet, as well as free healthy questions and give out helpful
hair care.
Among the stations also food samples and drinks, information.
included salons and spas. One such as sugar free lemonade
Winona State cardiac rehab
of the spas that was representing and homemade hummus with students had stations where
its products and advertising its pretzels.
people could have their blood
"The hummus is something pressure taken and learn about
business was Bodywork Health
we like to teach individuals the risks of cardiovascular
Spa and Salon.
There also were a few new how to make, and we like to disease, ways to stay healthy
businesses promoting their include the recipe for people and avoid other health issues.
name and getting their product to take it home to make on Other booths provided an
out to the public through this their own," said Winona State opportunity for people to test
dietician Jill Henschied.
expo.
out their body mass index,
"All you need to make your and get free, consultation and
"Uniquely Yours- One of
a Kind Jewelry" was one of own nutritious hummus is a can guidance with dieting and
these stations. The owner of chickpeas, lemon juice, olive exercise plans.
Jill Bradley and her husband oil, garlic and a bit of salt," she
General Nutrition Center
had a booth where they were
Robert displayed homemade said.
Along with the hummus, handing out free protein shake
jewelry and a tupperware line
energy
boosters,
for sale. Directions for making there were many other delicious packets,
caramels,
meal
homemade
jewelry
were foods for the women to try. calcium
available for individuals to take Pampered Chef had a station replacement bars and weight
home and learn for themselves, ' with homemade healthy baked loss capsules.
"I loved the fact that there
as well as information about the potato chips, and other types of
were so many things that
nutritious treats.
location of this new business.
A Zumba Latin-inspired we could sample and take
"This is our first expo that we
have had this new jewelry on dance club performed various home with us," said Winona
routines to music, as well as State nursing student Chelsea
display," Bradley said.
There were several food and the Winona State dance team. Thomas, after attending the

event. "It was really neat to see
all of these local establishments
come together in one big
building for all of us to see and
hear about."
Throughout all of the stations,
there were individual raffles
and contests for women to sign
up for, such as opportunities to
win a free gift basket of fruit, or
a hair care and salon certificate.
There were also Winona State
clothing drawings, contests,
and many other product
giveaways.
Thomas said, "The women's
health expo was a perfect
opportunity for women to come
together, explore the different
places and obtain information
for ways to stay healthy and
incorporate healthy lifestyles."

Contact Beth at
BRockswold08@winona.edu

Karin Chandler
Winonan
Students presented their
research and creative projects to
the Winona community for the
2012 Celebration of Research
and Creative Scholarship event
last Thursday.
The event hosted a variety
of majors from the different
colleges.
Students created posters with
their information and presented
to others. Sarah Fraser, a
chemistry student, said, "It's
fun to see your experiment
come to life."
Students were judged and
had to be presenting two of the
four hours.
Fraser said, "I didn't really
know what to expect. I was
surprised by the support,

encouragement, and how many
people showed up."
Jessica Abernathy, a biology
student, said, "It was tons of
fun. There's a lot of research
being involved in the field."
Varying
majors
have
different requirements for the
projects. Some professors have
students create teams with
fellow students, or some have
the students work individually,
yet the majority of students
worked with professors on
their research projects. Dustin
Smith, an engineering student,
said that all of the engineering
projects are presented as teams.
Students found themselves
learning new skills with
their experience. Benjamin
Mahoney, a computer science
student, said, "It's definitely a
review of the research system.

It [the research project] students who attended the event
broadened my horizons and found the projects interesting.
knowledge about it [his area of Jenna Krueger, a student who
attended the event, said, "There
research]."
Kiel R. Jenkin, a geoscience was a lot of stuff I didn't
student, said, "You learn how understand because I haven't
to manage your time in a way learned it yet."
"I thought the event was a
that your class isn't. It's not
like math problems. You don't good way for students to display
know if you're a week or a year their work that they've done to
many other people," Mallory
away from finishing."
Students had the option of Baxter, another student who
applying for grants to conduct attended the event, said. "It was
their research. Kendra Lynn, nice to have a mix of all kinds
a geoscience student said, "I of subjects like chemistry,
got travel and project grants. history, etc. all at one event."
Participants of the research
I wouldn't have been able to
do [this project] without the projects said they would
grants."
recommend doing the project
"It's immensely helpful. I to other students.
was able to travel to Maine
Mahoney said, "This project
and present there as well as in isn't required, but it helps
for a better future. I would
Winona," Lynn said.
Winona State University recommend it. It's a semester

long, has a relaxing schedule
as long as you keep to the task
at hand, and you learn aboui
technology."
"This project led me directly
to getting a job," Jenkin said.
"I learned a lot of things
that I couldn't learn in the
classroom. The classes provide
the base, whereas this is more
professional."
Samantha Todd, a biology
student, said, "I definitely
enjoyed it. We don't get to do
research like this in class."
Abernathy said, "You get a
chance to see what you can do
after you graduate."

Contact Karin at
KChandler08@winona.edu
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Student Senate reveals official election results
Rebecca Mueller
Winonan

in the 2011 spring general
elections.
During the April 11 Student
Senate
meeting,
current
treasurer and elections chair
Erin Odenthal congratulated
the new and returning Student
Senators. She also reminded
everyone that there are still
other chances to be part of
the Student Senate in the fall.
Current students can run for
At-Large or Associate Senator
positions.
The new group of Student
Senators is made . up of 24
students, 13 of whom are
currently members of the
organization and will be
returning in the new term. They
will take office starting on May

The results of the 2012
;pring general Student Senate
Sections are official.
The
current
Student
Senators approved the results
it the April 11 meeting. The
inofficial results were available
mmediately after the election
window closed on the afternoon
)f April 5.
During the election window,
•vhich ran from April 2 to April
5, students voted using an
inline ballot for all available
senate seats except for the
Freshman and At-Large seats.
Students will vote for the
"emaining positions in the fall
jpon the arrival of the incoming 11.
Tyler Treptow, a newly
freshman class during the fall
elected Student Senator filling
elections.
The election window was one of two senior seats, intends
Driginally intended to be open to open up communication
from noon on April 2 to noon between the Student Senators
:>n April 5. Due to technical and the student body.
"The only way is to get
difficulties, emails containing
personalized links to the online out there and talk to them,"
ballot were not sent out until Treptow said. He believes that
roughly half an hour after the there is currently a lack of
voting window opened. To communication between the
compensate, the voting window two groups, causing a lack of
was extended to 1:30 p.m. on knowledge about the issues
students face at Winona State
the last day of the election.
On April 3, Student Senate University.
Another issue for students
held a debate for the executive
positions, allowing students to is the constant issue of tuition.
ask candidates questions about "The harsh reality is that it
how they would handle current will always increase," Treptow
issues on campus if elected. said. One of his goals is to keep
The debate was held at 7 p.m. tuition low for students.
Joseph Pietrek is one of the
on the Student Activity Center
two new Student Senators
stage in Kryzsko Commons.
The 2012 spring general representing the College of
elections resulted in 1,737 Business. He plans to establish
student votes, as compared to a sports management program
approximately 1,100 voters at Winona State during his time

as a Student Senator. He also
hopes to create more student
involvement in classes, to
create "better communication
between teachers and students."
In addition to the Student
Senate positions, students
voted to approve an amended
Student Senate constitution and
select the Professor of the Year
and the winning projects for
the Warrior Grants under the
Student Grant Initiative.
The 2012 Professor of the
Year is Margaret Hoody, an
assistant professor of education
at Winona State's Rochester
campus.
The results of the Warrior
Grants have not yet been
announced.
The
winning
student projects will be
announced at the Civic Summit
National Issues Forum 2012.
This event is scheduled to take
place in Tau Rotunda on April
19 at 3 p.m.
Student Senate meets most
Wednesdays at 5 p.m. in the
Purple Rooms in the upper
level of Kryzsko Commons.
The meetings are open to
students. To learn more about
the organization visit www.
winona.edu/studentsenate
or contact StudentSenate@
winona.edu.

Tim Comes - College of Nursing and Health
Sciences*
Renee Hoicomb - College of Nursing and
Sam Schurman - College of Education^

Zach Matthews - Senior Seat
Cole Schider - Graduate Seat

Alex Griffin - President*
Contact Rebecca at
RMueller08@winona.edu
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Shannon Kiileen - College of Nursing and
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Wellness Wednesday: Sexual

Senior Show: Niche Opening
: 1-3 p.m.
Place: IWC 147
David Chen
awinona.edu

Time: 1-2 p.m.
Place: IWC 145
Contact: Pat Ferden
PFerden@winona.edu

Time: 4:30 p.m.
Place: Watkins Gallery

Water Walk: H20 Project
Time: 12 p.m.
Place: Gazebo
Contact: Katrina Biggers
FBiggers08@winona.edu

Civic Summit National Issues
Forum 2012
Time: 3-5 p.m.
Place: Tau Rotunda

Spruce Up Winona
Time: 1-5 p.m.
Place: Student Activity Center
Contact: Ryan Kirk
RKirk08@winona.edu

Winona Grad Finale
Time: 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Place: Baldwin Lounge
Contact: Jacquelyn Severson
JaSeverson@winona.edu

Rochester Wholesale Fruit
Demonstration
Time: 11 a.m.
Place: 350 W 2nd St.
Contact: Health Promotion
HealthPromotion@winona.edu

Jazz Ensemble Concert
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Place: PAC - Main Stage
Contact: Marybeth Lenhardt
MLenhardt@winona.edu

Child Abuse Prevention Stroll
Time: 9 a.m. (registration at 8)
Place: Lake Park Lodge
Contact: Cassey Lund
DLund09@winona.edu
$15 for students

Chamber Orchestra Concert
Time: 2 p.m.
Place: PAC - Main Stage
Contact: Marybeth Lenhardt
MLenhardt@winona.edu

MWMF Presents Greg Brown
Time: 7 p.m.
Place: Somsen Auditorium
Contact: Kathy Peterson
KPeterson@winona.edu

Senior Show: Destino
Time: All day
Place: Weber Gallery, Watkins Hall

Duniya Drumming and Dancing
Time: 6 p.m.
Place: Talbot Gym
Contact: Erica Thibodeaux
EThibodeaux@winona.edu

: Cultural
Time: 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Place: Mpls. Convention Center
Contact: DeAnna Goddard
DGoddard@winona.
Register by April 19

r. 7 p.m.
Place: IWC 138
Contact: Health Promotion
healthpromotion@winona.edu

National Pigs-in-a-Blanket Day

Drink some coffee.

Library of Congress was
established April 24,1800.
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OPINION/EDITORIAL

Mifflin makes changes that may stop the party
Courtney McCaw
Guest View
The infamous Mifflin Street
Block Party in Madison, Wis.
scheduled for May 5, 2012 is
going to be very different this
year.
Today, Mifflin has the
reputation of a drunk-fest.
Hie origins of Mifflin Street
Block Party began in 1969,
when the block party was
established by UW-Madison
students as a protest of the
Vietnam War.
Organizers did not get a
permit to close Mifflin Street,
and students gathering to show
their support for the end of the
Vietnam War locked the street.
Madison police were sent
to reopen the street. Three days
of riots ensued, where conflicts
between police and student
supporters reached pinnacles
of violence, where tear gas,
barricades and billy clubs were
used to reestablish order in the
midst of the chaos.
The UW-Madison students
continue to have this block
party every first Saturday in
May ever since 1969.
It has evolved from a protest
to what the Madison police
refer to as an "unabashed
underage drinking party".
Last year alone, the police
cost was $130,000, where
nearly 200 Madison cops

assisted by the Dane County
Sheriff's Department were
stationed to keep the party
under control.
Totaling
the
damage,
reports show that there were
two stabbings, four aggravated
batteries, fights so bad that
people that had facial fractures,
not mention three (reported)
sexual assaults, four strong
armed robberies, three officers
were injured and required
medical attention, the detox
center was filled twice during
the day, and the overflow of
students were transported to
the local hospital for alcohol
poisoning.
These are not skewed or
made up statistics. These truths
come from my Madison Police
Department Central District
Lieutenant, Dave McCaw,
who coordinates all the special
events in Madison, events
like Madison's Halloween
party Freakfest, The Taste
of Madison, Art Fair on the
Square, and of course, the
Mifflin Street Block Party.
This year, he warns, the
city of Madison can no longer
sustain this block party.
What does that mean for
students at Winona State
University?
If you do not know someone
who lives on Mifflin, the
suggestion is NOT TO GO.
The police will be enforcing

ALL city ordinances, which
include no underage drinking
(a priority). The landlords who
own the properties on Mifflin
Street will be posting "no
trespassing" signs, therefore
the lawns once used to party
on will no longer be accessible
to 10,000- 20,000 party-goers.
If you're traveling from out
of state and get arrested, you
will be detained in the jail until
you post bond or appear in
court on Monday or Tuesday.
That does not sound like a
fun weekend.
Personally, I went to Mifflin
last year and wasn't impressed.
It literally was a drunk-fest,
where sloppy, sloshed people
in Team Blackout t-shirts,
UW snapbacks and neon
fanny packs got wasted and
dangled off balconies, passed
out on porches and threw up
anywhere they pleased.
Yes, that may sound similar
to Winona State homecoming,
but the Mifflin crime that
occurs is senseless, where
anyone can be a victim at any
time.
Give or take, Winona
does a pretty good job of
preventing crimes like this
from happening.
Sure, it's a bummer that this
party tradition is coming to an
end, but we must consider the
costs.
We must understand that

all the crime that occurred last
year was unacceptable.
Yes, we all love to have a
good time, and many of us love
to get rowdy, but Mifflin is not
the place to do so this year.
In Winona, we have the
same fun, without as many of
the tragic consequences.
The
Madison
Police
Department strongly urges you
to stay away from Mifflin.
Celebrate your first weekend
of summer not disappointed
by the downward spiral and
demise of Mifflin.
My dad, Lieutenant Dave
McCaw is a Winona state
Alumni, and does not want
students to feel threatened
by the strong warning to stay
away.
In the midst of this swift
change, he wants all students
to make informed decisions
and is empowering you with
this information.
Clearly, he still has a special
spot in his heart for Winona
State students, and hopes to
give you information that
would help you avoid the
pitfalls that Mifflin will be
rifled with this year.
You do not want to call your
parents to get you out of jail.
You do not want the $700
detox bill, nor do you want the
detox label on your medical
records forever.
You do not want to get

sexually assaulted, as too many
women do.
You do not want to be a
victim of a senseless, selfish,
violent crime.
You do not want to fall from
a buckled balcony. You do not
want to get punched in the face
and mugged. Do not risk it.
Party anywhere you please,
but avoid Mifflin if you value
your safety, integrity and do
not want a blot on a criminal
record.

Contact Courtney at
CMcCaw09@winona.edu
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Scavenging for fun
Molly Barrett
Winonan

Growing tired of
doing the same old thing
every weekend, my
If you've lived in friends and I decided
Winona for over a year, to pick teams and make
you've probably run out our first ever scavenger
of ideas of fun things hunt on Saturday night.
We had no way of
to do on the weekends
knowing how many
from time to time.
In
this
lagging people would actually
period between winter show up to participate,
and spring, it can be butf we made our list of
difficult to plan time things to do throughout
to be outside if you're the night.
All of these would
not sure whether or not
there will be a monsoon need an accompanying
picture, and we would
changing your plans.
With half of my have two hours to
friends being old enough complete as many as we
to go to the bars and the could.
With things on the
other half still underage,
it proves difficult to find list like asking a random
things that we can all girl to take a picture
participate in to both with her bra, kissing
have fun and spend time a stranger, taking a
picture outside of a
together.

professor's house and
climbing a tree, we had
our work cut out for us.
We realized too
late that it had started
pouring rain outside,
but .we still picked
teams (three teams of
five) and set off.
If one team had a
car to use, they were
allowed to.
Our team ended
up being the only one
with transportation, so
the other teams set off
through the rain on foot
to complete the items
on their lists.
The entire process
took almost the full
two hours, and it was
honestly one of the
most fun things I have
ever done.
Not only were we

doing things that we
would normally never
do, we were learning
who would be the most
competitive
(some
people definitely ended
up surprising me) and
having a common goal
to give our night a
purpose.
Our team ended up
winning the challenge,
completing (with a
photo) 14 out of the 15
items jon the list. The
second team came in
a close second, doing
13 (which I am still
shocked by, as they
walked
everywhere
through the rain).
This was definitely
something that made
me realize how a little
bit of planning can
make for a great story

and a fun night to break
up the monotony of the
weekend.

.

*J

Contact Molly at
MBarrett08@winona.
edu
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Internet not up to speed?
Get HBC Internet with
support
and never miss a chance to play again!
Call HBC today at (507) 474-4000.
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You're going to
need the
experience.
Even if you're
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down-and-dirty
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...you're still
going need
clips.
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looking for
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sample.
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You're never too old for a reunion

Hannah Bauman
Winonan
I learned something this
weekend while viewing
"American Reunion." You
are never too old to enjoy a
raunchy movie.
There I was, getting settled
into the not-so comfortable
chairs of the Winona 7,
unwrapping my box of
Buncha Crunch. When all
of a sudden I hear from the
back of the theatre a soft
elderly voice of a woman
leading her husband into the
darkness. "Where should we
sit?" she asked her husband
who was handling the
buttery popcorn. He simply
replied, "Wherever your
heart desires."
Seriously! I am not
making this dialog up. Very
adorable yes, but also a little
unsettling. I mean the fourth
installment to the American
Pie franchise was bound to
be just like the other movies:
dirty, raunchy, hysterical,
inappropriate and dirty. I
kept thinking to myself, "Did
these people know what they
were getting into? Maybe
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I should tell them that this
was a movie where nothing
patriotic went on and they
should leave?"
But no, they came and
sat right in front of me! No
big deal, I'll just stifle my
laughter to a quiet giggle.
Then as if this couldn't
have been a more awkward
situation another elderly
couple came strolling into
the theatre! These people
knew each other so it only
made sense for them to sit
next to each other. Right in
front of me. I was honestly
feeling like I had been put in
the middle of a grandparent
sandwich. I told myself,
"Now Hannah, you are just
going to have to be quiet
and try to be as mature as
possible, no matter how hard
that may be."
Five minutes into the
movie I knew I wouldn't
have to quiet my normal
cackle. These older people
in front of me were laughing
at every single vulgar thing
that left one of the actors'
mouths. At one point a bikini
clad woman walked across
the screen and the husband

of one of the women leaned
over and whispered, not very
well mind you, "Look honey
it's you!"
My mind was being played
with. Old people coming
willingly to see an "American
Pie" movie? Whatever, I
guess I'm cool with it. As for
the movie itself it was rather
enjoyable. I wasn't looking
too forward to viewing it,
seeing as how I feel you need
to be in the mood to watch
this type of comedy. For
those die-hard Pie fans, you
will not be disappointed.
Michelle
(Alyson
Hannigan) and Jim (Jason
Biggs) are living happily as a
married couple, trying to get
back in the swing of things
after the birth of their first
child. They realize that the
spark in their love life has
drifted into the dark corners
of their closet where it's
hiding with the dust bunnies.
But ah-ha! The thirteenth
high school reunion is
coming up quickly! Perhaps
it's the perfect chance to get
away and rekindle the old
band camp memories. Not if
Stifler (Seann William Scott)

has anything to do with it.
Good ol' Stifler, the
Stifmeister, always there
for the good times and
always responsible for the
bad. After thirteen years
not much has changed. Still
trying to be the life of the
party, always chasing some
sort of female, no matter the
age. But it seems that Stifler
has feelings, after all these
years! He truly wants to let
the good times roll with his
bros from high school. Sad
thing is they don't always
want him to tag along.
As for the other three
friends, Finch (Eddie Kaye
Thomas), Oz (Chris Klein),
and Kevin (Thomas Ian
Nicholas), they all return to
the hometown for the great
reunion with hidden feelings
and secrets. One thing that
was super surprising was
the muscle definition that
Oz has developed. Someone
has been hitting the weight
room. That or drinking the
'roid juice.
Eugene Levy, better known
as "Jim's dad", gets plenty of
screen time this time around.
He doesn't have to say much

db.com
for the whole theatre to erupt
in laughter. He's still the
loving parent that always
tries to help his son through
whatever rough patch of
life he may be dealing with.
He has an encounter with a
bored Stifler who takes it
upon himself to give Jim's
dad a good night.
Now straight to the nudity
count, which is an important
bit of information for anyone
considering going with other
company. All I'm going to
allude to is far less than
you would expect. There's
something for everyone; does
that help? Overall, it was
good to see the old gang back
up on the big screen. With
the nineties hits used for the
soundtrack it reminded me of
the radio blaring whenever
my sister would get ready.
Just remember, that you
never know who you'll see
going into a movie. No one is
ever too old to enjoy a good
sex joke.

Contact Hannah at
HBaumanl 0@winona.edu
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Winona State Athenaeum features Shakespeare presentation

Courtney Kowalke
Winonan
To be or not to be... that
is among the questions
addressed by Theatre and
Dance Assistant Professor
Lolly Foy during her
presentation "The Actor as
Chameleon, As Explored
Through the Works of
William Shakespeare" last
Wednesday.
Held on the second floor
of the Krueger Library
as part of Winona State
University's
Athenaeum
Series,
Foy's
afternoon
discussion was attended
by 30 students, faculty,
and community members.
During the presentation, Foy
demonstrated "how to play
a Shakespearean role not as
a man or woman but as a
unique individual."
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Cara Mannino/Winonan
"I believe the actor is an
empty vessel to be filled
with various pieces of the
[story's] puzzle," Foy said.
Foy
co-founded
"Chickspeare," an all-female
Shakespeare
performance
company
in
Charlotte,
N.C., roughly 13 years
ago. Members of the troupe
adopted her philosophy that
the actor "should strive to be
a vessel, disregarding age,
sex, or type, into which the
character can be poured."
"To be excluded from
speaking words that have so
much power just didn't seem
right," Foy said when asked
why a female Shakespeare
company was important
to its actors. Having "cut
her teeth" on the works of
Shakespeare, Foy has been

an admirer of Shakespeare's
plays and poems since
childhood.
During the presentation
Foy outlined three events
that built to the formation of
Chickspeare, beginning in
the autumn of 1997 with her
35th birthday. "At that point
I realized I had to give up any
hope I ever had of playing
Juliet," Foy admitted, citing
the portrayal of the doomed
young lover as "the pinnacle"
every young actress hopes to
play.
During that fall Foy
attended
a
weekend
intensive workshop with
the
Shakespeare
and
Company troupe in Lenox,
Mass.
Asked to prepare
a monologue beforehand,
she chose a recitation piece
from "A Winter's Tale;"
however, when later asked
to discuss the emotional
connection with her choice,
"my answers apparently
weren't satisfactory," Foy
said. Instead, the workshop
leader told her to perform
one of Juliet's monologues.
The result "was an amazing
experience," she said. "It
didn't matter what shape
or size or age I was, What
mattered was that I found the
honesty of who Juliet was,
and in doing that her youth,
her beauty, and her idealism
emerged."
A second event in Foy's
life that led to the formation
of "Chickspeare" was her
attendance of the Washington
D.C. Shakespeare Company's
"Othello" in January of
1998.
The production
is famous for its "photo
negative" approach to the
tragedy; instead of featuring
the traditional tale of a
black man in white Northern
European culture the D.C.
production cast actor Patrick
Stewart as a Caucasian
Othello and made the rest of
the cast multiracial.
"Even with, or perhaps
even because of, the flipped
roles, it became clearer that

this show was about real
people dealing with fear and
prejudice," Foy said.
The
third
event
culminating in the creation
of Chickspeare was Foy's
attendance of a wedding
shower in the spring of 1993.
Most of the attendees were
actresses around Charlotte,
who began bemoaning the
lackluster
Shakespeare
company in the area.
"The
thing
about
Shakespeare is that he writes
some amazing women but
the bulk of his characters
are male," Foy explained.
"On average there are two to
four women with lines and
character development in a
show, and four to five men
with the same construction."
However, due to the theatre
culture of his time, all
the extra characters in
Shakespearean productions
are men.
Half-jokingly, Foy told
the women present, "If they
could do it with all men
then we can do it with all
women." The idea "could
have died there," Foy said,
if not for Anne Lambert,
another co-founder of the
group. "Apparently she had
had this dream for decades
of starting an all-female
company, and she latched
onto my smart-alecky remark
and decided we were going
to do it whether it killed her
or not," Foy said.
The company's first "very
rough" production was "As
You Like It," which was a hit.
"The Charlotte community
loved it," Foy said. "I think
the best review we got was,
after one of the shows an
audience member came up
to the director and said, 'I
didn't think you were going
to use any men in this show.'
And she had to tell her that
we didn't!"
The novelty of having
an all-female Shakespeare
company was not lost on its
members, who Foy admitted
"exploited" the fact to draw

and audience. "We hoped
that they would be sucked in
by the novelty and stay for
the artistry, and that's almost
exactly what happened."
The women of Chickspeare
were as interested as Foy in
the opportunity to explore
such iconic characters. "We
put our effort into creating
real people and tried to live
as who they were rather than
caricatures," Foy said.
Charlotte's
Chickspeare
company is not alone in its
endeavor, Foy said, noting
that several troupes across
the country - notably in Los
Angeles, San Francisco, and
Queens, NYC - are taking
a similar, female-centric
approach to the tales of the
Bard. "The idea isn't new,"
Foy said. "It exists, not as a
gimmick, but to investigate a
char?.cter."
During the course of the
presentation, Foy reenacted
monologues
from
"The
Winter's Tale," "Richard
III," "Henry V," and "Romeo
and Juliet." By performing
a variety of characters some from the same shows
- and reciting the scenes
multiple times with different
physical and psychological
character traits, Foy showed
attendees a great spectrum of
Shakespearean acting.
"We
think
because
Shakespeare
gives
us
everything in the text
that the scenes have to be
played the same every time,
but it doesn't have to be
interpreted exactly like that,"
Foy said. "We can mine the
text for different reactions,
for different reasonings, and
make the characters more
complex."

Contact Courtney at
CKowalke08@winona. edu
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College cuisine for the broke, the lazy, the brave
Hannah Jones
Winonan
We've all been there at the
close of yet another semester.
Final exams draw nearer.
C-Store goods become more
and more sparse, as does
Kryzsko Cash itself. Being
college students, most of
us are on a budget, busy,
or simply unable to remove
ourselves from our futons
long enough to go shopping.
So, without fail, as the
days before summer break
grow fewer, so too does the
supply in our fridges shrink.
Some of us finally break
down and buy groceries, but
far greater is the number of
us who somehow manage to
subsist on what little we have
for weeks at a time, living
off of scraps, miscellaneous
tidbits, and Frankensteinian meals cobbled together
out of the dregs of our food
supplies.
While this lifestyle can be
regarded as harsh at best and
withering in the advanced
stages, there is a certain art
to living off the fat of the
dorm room. It's like the TV
show "Survivor Man," only

instead of a man it's you, and
instead of roots and berries,
it's marshmallows and Corn
Flakes. I am a diehard dorm
room survivor, and even
when it's "famine," I know
that it's still possible to feast.
Holding out until the end
of the semester does not have
to be a hardship with a little
ingenuity, an open mind,
and a strong stomach. Here
are just a few eccentric but
delectable dishes that can
be made from the stuff of a
procrastinator's pantry.
1.
Breakfast: Sweet and
Satisfying Popcorn Cereal
Run out of Frosted Flakes
and Honey Nut Chex? Turns
out, you're not going to die
after all. Plain popcorn, the
Old Dutch stuff you bought
while studying late for
midterms, actually makes a
fabulous breakfast substitute.
Simply pour some popcorn
into your cereal bowl and
top with milk. To complete
the illusion, feel free to add
a pinch of sugar from the
packets that can be found
wherever coffee is sold. In
this case, if your popcorn is
a little stale, all the better.
Staler pieces will hold up

better in a bowl of milk. It's
actually a great way. to start
the day. In fact, pre-popped
popcorn
was
originally
intended to be marketed not
as a mid-afternoon snack,
but a breakfast cereal.
2.
L u nc h/ Di n n er :
Wonder Bread Crostini with
Campbell's Soup Sauce
This dish is simple, easy,
cheap,
and
accessible,
and comes with countless
variations to suit the tastes of
any frugal dorm dweller. The
dish consists of whatever
stale bread you've got left
from the glorious days of
sandwiches, (ah, lunchmeat
in the fridge... those were
the days) and whatever soup
product you've got left in a
can. Simply take those once
uninviting hunks of old
bread and pop them in the
toaster until they're a nice
golden brown. This will take
the edge off of the staleness
and provide a pleasant,
crunchy base for the dish.
Next, prepare your soup of
choice (or of accessibility)
as according to the directions
on the can and pour over
your makeshift crostini. If
you have any more of those

salt and pepper packets from and dip it in a generous gob
the cafeteria, they make of chocolate icing. If you
great flavor enhancers for have any breakfast cereal
this hot and simple meal. left like Rice Krispies or
This will fill you up, and use Honey Nut Cheerios, these
up those pesky odds and ends make great crunchy toppings
that have no other outlet. The for this sweet treat. The
soup will also go equally fresh tartness of the apple
well on rice, pasta, potatoes, melds perfectly with the
or pretty much any starch over-the-top sweetness of
you have on hand.
chocolate icing, mellowing
3.
Dessert: Chocolate wonderfully on the palate.
What's more, it means you
Icing Fondue Still have that tub of won't have to spring for
frosting from the one cake another package of Oreos.
you made for that bygone Until you get home for the
club event? If you haven't summer, anyway.
already shamefully devoured
Hopefully these leftover
that thing with nothing but ideas will inspire you to
a spoon and some privacy, extend those stints between
then this may come in handy shopping trips. Summer is
for a sweet and tart dessert. just around the corner, and
If you're on a meal plan, then I swear to all that is holy,
you have easy access to fresh I will not go to Midtown.
fruit. While fruit may seem a I will stay here and enjoy
bit wholesome for the dessert my peanut butter and pickle
category, just wait. By the sandwich, thank you very
time we're done, there will much.
be nothing healthy about this
...How long until summer
once innocent piece of fruit. again?
Green apples work best for
this purpose, but you can just
as easily spring for a banana
or an orange, should the mood
strike you. Simply bring
Contact Hannah at
home your fruit of choice
HJones09@winona.edu

The Technology Knowledge Base WikJ Has Moved.
The new address is...

VVSU Technology
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Fun. lives up to its namesake at Twin Cities concert

The crowd of almost three and half thousand encored the band twice at the sold out show in St. Paul last Friday.
hovering in the low 40s favorite song off of their new night occurred right before
Kyle Kotajarvi
Guest View

"Fun" is defined as
"enjoyment, amusement, or
lighthearted pleasure," but
it is also the name of the
up-and-coming Indie-Rock
trio from New York City
by the same name: Fun.. It
honestly couldn't be more
fitting. Their bubbly, yet
intelligent music is an ode to
their moniker. Fortunately,
I was lucky enough to be
in attendance to their soldout performance last Friday
night at the Myth Night
Club in Maplewood. It was
incredible to say the least.
When I arrived at the
venue approximately an
hour before doors there were
already a couple hundred
people lined up. These were
brave souls, and obviously
very hardcore fans. Rain had
been falling intermittently,
and temperatures had been
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for the majority of the day. album "Some Nights", it sure the end of their regular set.
Luckily I was on the guest- got everyone's blood going. After identifying his father
list for a Photo Pass, so I was After racing through their in the crowd prior to a song,
shoveled quickly through next two songs, I made my Ruess broke down in tears on
the door, and I quickly made way to the back of the crowd stage and cited the hardships
my way to the pit. After and I realized the scope of he's experienced throughout
an hour or so of waiting what was happening. The the last 10 years and how he
for everyone to get into the pure euphoria of the night has finally brought himself
venue, the opening act began. was just radiating off of to this point.
It really has been a journey
Miniature Tigers, an Indie- lead singer Nate Ruess and
Pop band from Brooklyn, everyone else in attendance. for Ruess and the other two
soothed the crowd with Ruess belted out his songs members of Fun. After all
their bubbly, but extremely with such emotion that it being in unsuccessful bands
Indie melodies. They were really made me feel the prior to the formation of Fun.
embraced accordingly by the intuition of his lyrics. Not it must have been a relief to
crowd of three thousand and only was he great performer, be performing to three and
something patrons, but it was but also he could really sing half thousand fans and have
obvious that everyone in the is songs live. Apart from a a number one hit in the song
building was holding their few lyric mix-ups (which is "We Are Young." Along their
breath for the next band. As expected with such a long journey to the top, Fun. was
was myself.
set) he was nearly perfect able to make an appearance
Fun. walked on stage vocal-wise. His band-mates at Winona State's spring
to a thunderous applause Anthony Dost and Jack concert in 2010 with Motion
and inexhaustible screams. Antonoff also performed City Soundtrack and Sing It
Rather than start with a really well, and they played a Loud. The transition they've
cheesy intro, they hopped very healthy mix of new and made since has been smooth.
right into their first song, old songs.
They stuck to their guns last
The most special part of the night and didn't act jaded at
"One Foot." Although not my

Kyle Kotajarvi

all. Rather, they respected
their fans by appearing for
two encores, and thanked
fans multiple times for
supporting them throughout
the years.
Hopefully we'll be able to
have Fun. back to perform in
the spring sometime. Their
performance last Friday
was inspirational to say the
least. They lived up to the
hype that is expected of a
number one recording artist
and exceeded expectations
by performing 14 songs
in a more than respectable
manner. I certainly enjoyed
the show and recommend
that you attend a Fun. show
if the opportunity presents
itself. Look for them to do
big things this year, and in
the words of Nate Ruess, "I
put one foot in front of the
other one, I don't need a
new love or a new life, just a
better place to die."
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Parisian releases free EP called "Those Emotions Ran High"

lili

Michael Wittig
Winonan

Saint Louis producer and
musician Ian Jones, also
known as Parisian, showed
up on my radar recently
with the release of a free,
seven-track EP titled "Those
Emotions Ran High". I was
alerted by a couple of key
words that I desire while
searching for new music;
"free", and "unsigned." With
only one hundred 'likes' on
Facebook, it's fair to say
Parisian is uncontaminated.
Running only 28 minutes
in length, the album feels
very accessible.
Perfect
for a rainy day with a cup
of tea, the songs pull you
along, willing or not. The
music begins like a pulsing
heartbeat; building for what
is a slow and steady climax.
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The sounds are slow, drafty,
and vaporous.
You can
almost hear the pain pour
from this man's fingertips,
every track a broken bone. It
seems to be a generally new
extremity to the beat scene,
broken beats with broken
hearts.
Dig a bit deeper and the
listener may pick up on more
sensitive, uplifting warmth.
As the album rolls on, so
does the volume level on my
laptop. By track number four,
I am completely engulfed,
drifting in Parisian's abyss.
The vocals add something
seemingly very important.
Winonan: The EP sounds
polished, sophisticated, and
progressive, how was the
Parisian project born from
an International business
student?
Parisian: Hah...interesting

question.
I only took
International
Business
because Japanese wasn't
allowed as a major, but I
wanted to continue studying
the language in college.
Business as a major was a
bad choice for me because
there wasn't much of a
creative outlet, and having
minimal interest, it took me
forever to get through. One
of my Japanese teachers was
married to a guy who made
beats, and he showed me
how to use FL Studio.
Winonan: There are so
many new and old kinds of
music popping up all over
the world, what is happening
in STL in terms of the music
scene?
Parisian: I don't really
follow the STL music scene
too much anymore.
I'm
friends with a few good

bands, I know there's a
good noise scene here, and
I occasionally get together
with Ra Cailum to share
music, but other than that
I'm a little out of touch
with what's going on in my
immediate surroundings. As
far as electronic music goes,
Phaseone, JayFay, and Ra
Cailum are the names that
come to mind when I think
of STL; both because they
make original music I think is
interesting, and because they
don't sound like anything
else in this city.
We've
mainly got a [expletive]load of "dj's" here. I try not
to listen to much when I'm
working on my own stuff,
but "Blonde Redhead" and
the Japanese band "Downy"
are staples for me.
Winonan: Nobody needs
a genre or label slapped on
their music, especially in an
embryotic stage, that being
said, how would you classify
your sound?
Parisian:
Electronic,
emotional, dark. The first
feedback I got from the
EP was from my mom who
listened and said "It's kinda
sad yeah?" That's about all
I've figured out so far.
Winonan:
What type
of
rigs/nobs/instruments/
programs do you fancy
during the creative process?
Parisian: I use FL Studio
to make a track, and chop
samples/drums in Audacity.
If I'm looking for a vocal
sound I can't find, I usually
sing it myself, or have a
friend sing it. For live shows
I'll deconstruct the tracks
and bring them to Ableton
Live, then rebuild/blend
them using the Akai MPD
32.
Winonan:
The music
at points sounds pained,
anguished; what influences
you as an artist?
Parisian: I didn't really get
into producing until after a
girlfriend and I split up. She
moved out of an apartment

we shared, and I was living
a good distance away from
my
friends/co-workers,
so I spent a lot of time in
isolation. That was a while
ago, but I still feel a lot of
that when I sit down to make
tracks now. "Those Emotion
Ran High" was written in
that time period, and the
name Parisian came from
that time as well. I've since
moved out of that apartment,
and away from a lot of that
mentality, but never really
shook the feeling, I don't
know.
I guess I'm still
working some [expletive]
out. My favorite movie is
"Last Life in the Universe,"
the score is probably one
of the biggest influences on
what I do musically. I watch
a lot of French New Wave.
Winonan:
Many artists
nowadays are releasing their
material digitally for free,
what was your vision in this
free release?
Parisian:
I actually
finished this EP near the
end of last year and sat on
it while I worked on other
things. Just wanted to get
it out there and have it be
heard while it still means
something to me. There are
more things coming though
for sure.
To download ParisianThose Emotions Ran High
visit:
http://diamondvariations.
tumblr.com/
https://www.face book,
com/parisianhands

Contact Michael at
MJWittig5558@winona. edu
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Top 10 Things I Will Never Understand
~by: Kortney Spaeth

Being a senior and looking back at what I have learned in my life, I have realized there are many things that, no
matter how much someone tries, I will never fully comprehend. These are a few of them.
(NOTE: This is all my personal opinion. Many will disagree, but hey - I have a newspaper column.)

10. How Rebecca Black became famous
I realize money can make anyone seem like
they have talent, but is there really enough
money in the world to explain how "Friday"
became so popular?
9. Why Arrested Development was ever
cancelled
Really, people? This is one of the world's
greatest TV shows. Lucky for us, it is coming
back for a fourth season. Why? BECAUSE IT IS
BRILLIANT.
8. Nicki Minaj
I just... do not get it.
7. People who do not signal when driving
Is it really that difficult to move your finger two
inches to the left and flick the switch to tell
people what you are doing?
6. How there are still college students who do
not understand the difference between
"your" and "you're"
If anyone is confused, I am more than willing to
teach a class on this.

5. Why the Kardashians are famous
I understand how the family became famous,
but I really cannot grasp the concept of why
they are STILL celebrities.
4. How to turn a Furby off
Furbies were by^far my favorite toy growing
up... but only during the day. At night, I would
lock mine in my closet. I had no idea how to
turn the darn things off, so at 3 a.m. my closet
would start glowing and I would hear, "Mmm....
FURBY HUNGRY." Might have scarred me for
life.
3. The lyrics to "Tiny Dancer"
Wait, you mean he is not singing, "Hold me
closer, Tony Danza?"
2. Calculus
Why anyone would willingly memorize so many
equations is beyond me. What does a2 + b2
equal? A new major.
1. PETSMART
Is it Pets Mart or Pet Smart?

YOUR AD HERE!
Contact winonan@winona.edu
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Softball continue winning, now 35-6 overall and 16-4 in Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference
Alyssa Griffith
Winonan
The Warriors lost two
close games to Augustana on
Wednesday, with a 1-0 loss in
game one and 2-1 loss in the
second.
Kim Wachholder and Sam
Hildebrandt had the only
Warrior hits in game one.
Augustana scored what
would be the only run of the
game in the first.
Winona State University
pitcher Stacey Struzynski
threw a complete game with
three hits allowed and one run,
but took the loss.
Molly Link's 18 game hitting
streak came to an end after not
reaching base in game one.
Augustana scored in the first
inning of game two, then again
in the second for the 2-0 lead.
Winona State would come
within one after an RBI double
by Britt Stewart in the seventh.
Stewart pitched a complete
game with five hits and two
runs, but suffered her first loss
as a Warrior.
The loss brought her record
to 9-1 on the season.
The Warriors are working
everyday to shake their recent
offensive
struggles
while
recognizing the talent of the

competition.
"Part of it is good pitching—
part of it is we're seeing really
good pitching on the other
end," coach Greg Jones said.
"Mankato and Augustana and
us are the top three teams in the
league and the region. We're
all three nationally ranked in
the country, so part of it isn't us
as much as it is them, and some
of it is not as much them as it
is us."
The
Warriors
split
a
doubleheader with Northern
State with a 6-0 win in game
one, followed by a game two
loss of 2-3.
Melissa Reyes led off the
third inning with a single, and
scored off a hit by Link to take
the lead, 1-0.
Stewart took one out of the
park with a two-run home run,
increasing the lead to 3-0.
The lead increased to 6-0 in
the fifth off of an RBI single by
Ashley Walker and a two-run
triple by Kathy Crudo.
Struzynski allowed only
three hits with seven strikeouts.
Winona State struck early
in game two, scoring one on a
single by Walker.
Northern State scored one in
the second and fifth innings for
the lead.
Down 2-1, the Warriors

tied it up in the seventh,
when Wachholder brought
Piotrowski home.
Northern State scored the
winning run with a walk-off
single by Brooke Norris.
The offense found their
groove on Sunday, taking a 7-0
win in game one and a 12-1
victory in game two against
Mary.
Struzynski
was
eight
strikeouts short of Winona
State's all-time strikeout record
going into Sunday.
After striking three in the
fourth and two in the fifth, she
tied the record.
In the sixth, she struck out
the first batter to claim the
record as the school's all-time
leader in strikeouts, and even
struck out four more in the final
five outs.
"Breaking the record was
a personal goal I had this
season, but I did not know that
I was anywhere close to it,"
Struzynski said.
Struzynski focuses on one
pitch at a time, never getting
too ahead of herself.
"I never try to strike people
out I just focus on making the
best pitch I can every time,"
Struzynski said. "It's really
comforting to have Kathy
behind the plate because I

don't have to worry about her
Both games were successful
missing my pitch and I can just offensively—a great way to end
relax and throw.
the week after some struggles
Winona State scored early in at the plate.
game one with a two-run home
"It took a little time but we
run from Wachholder in the found our offense again when
first.
we played Mary," Walker said.
Wachholder's RBI single "We made solid contact with
in the fourth inning gave the the ball and everything fell into
Warriors a 3-0 lead before place."
adding four more runs in the
Last week, Struzynski earned
sixth off of a three-run double the NSIC Pitcher of the Week
by Stewart and a Lintz RBI for the third time this season
single.
after a 2-1 record with two
Offense struck early in game saves in her five appearances
two, with four runs in the first against the top three teams in
and three in the second.
the conference.
The first
started with a
In 22 2/3 innings, she earned
double by Link, who scored on her 2-1 record with an ERA of
a double by Wachholder.
0.31.
Walker hit a home run,
"The fact that she's still
bringing Wachholder home, throwing an ERA under one is
with Crudo following with just unheard of at this point,"
a solo home run, giving the Jones said. "The number of
Warriors a 4-0 lead.
strikeouts she has and the team
Waghholder's second home batting average against that she
run of the doubleheader was a has—all of her numbers are
three-run shot in the second.
really eye-popping and very
Link drove in two with a deserving. She finds a way to
single in the third, and Walker get people out."
hit her second two-run home
The Warriors are now 35-6
run of the game in the fourth.
overall, and 16-4 in NSIC play.
Jennifer Topor hit a solo
They will end their eight game
home run in the fifth—the first road trip with a doubleheader at
home run of her career.
Wayne State on April 18.
Stewart took the victory,
allowing seven hits, one run Contact Alyssa at
and struck out three.
AGriffith09@winona.edu

Track and field's Shanai Guider earns NSIC Field Athlete of the Week with 164' 4" discus throw
Mitch Rudolph
Winonan
The Warrior Track and Field
team had a first place team finish
and won six individual events
in the Falcon Invitational meet
last weekend.
A total of 15 teams-competed
in the meet. This was a big meet
for the throwers, they took first
place in three different events.
Shanai Guider recorded the
second farthest discus throw
in NCAA Division II history
last weekend with a throw of
164' 4" easily placing her in
first. She is also the NSIC Field
Athlete of the Week, an honor
that is well deserved. Guider
also took second place in the
shot put. Sophomore Caitie
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Zepczyk placed second in the
discus while teammate Elisa
Moenkedick took third.
In the shot put, sophomore
Alissa Rausch took first place
with a throw that earned a
provisional qualifying mark.
In track, senior Nicole
Drangstveit claimed the 200
meters while Caroline Grassl
placed third in the same event.
The Winona State relay
teams won both the 4x100
and 4x400 meter race. This is
also the women's first year for
qualifying for Nationals as a
rfelay team. In the 100 meters,
the Warriors took the top four
places led by Caitlin Dhein,
who had a time of 12.5. This
is Dhein last year as a Warrior.
She has three of Winona States

records including the 100-meter
dash with a time of 11.87.
"There's still a lot I'd like to
accomplish, I'd like to break
my records again as well as
keep improving," Dhein said.
The Warriors only have five
more meets left including the
Drake Relays in Des Moines,
Iowa, which is one of the
largest outdoor meets in the
nation. Divisions one, two, and
three athletes will all compete
in this meet as well as Olympic
runners. Over 25,000 people
attend. "This is one of my top
two favorite meets," Dhein
said. "The other is the NSIC
Championships."
On May 11, the women
will
attend
the
NSIC
Championships, where the

conference champions will be
determined. For the past few
years, rivals Mary University,
and Augustana beat the
Warriors.
"This is the year to beat them,
we truly come together during
the NSIC Championships.
Time doesn't matter, place
does," Dhein said.
The Warriors continue to
train hard to beat their rivals
and the rest of the conference
next month.
"I really hope they can take
the title this year. It was so
frustrating watching them
come so close last year,"
Winona State student Jamie
Richter said.
After
the
NSIC
Championships, the Warriors

move on to the NCAA
Championship where they will
compete against the nation for
the title of NCAA Division II
Champions.
The Warriors will compete
this weekend at the Warrior
Open right here in Winona.
The first event is at 11:00
a.m. With Conference in
sight, the Warriors continue
to excel, achieving more
qualifying marks, breaking
records, and working together
as a team. To keep "track" of
the women, log on to www.
winonastatewarriors.com for
more information. Contact Mitch at
MRudolph08@winona.edu

Warrior baseball breaks out in a big way, breaking school records in the process.
Erin Cochran
Winonan
The Winona State University
men's baseball team is on a
nine game winning streak after
sweeping Minnesota Duluth
on April 11 and Minnesota
Crookston on their two-day
doubleheader.
Within the past six games,
the Warriors have scored 71
hits. The team is now 18-13
overall and 13-7 in NSIC play.
In game one last Wednesday,
the Warriors took an early
advantage posting seven runs
in the first.
Cody Strang, Derek Wojcik
and Seth McMullen all had
RBI hits.
Minnesota Duluth closed
the gap score adding four after
scoring one in the third and
fourth and two more in the
sixth.
Nate Van Roekel recorded
his third double in the game in
the seventh inning.

Mike Wasilik shared the
mound with Jamie Soyk. Soyk
threw a scoreless seventh
inning to solidify game one's
9-4 victory.
The Warriors kept their
streak early in game two as
well scoring three in the first
thanks to Adam Gemeunden,
Eden Cranston and Wojcik.
Two more runs in the third,
one on a sacrifice fly by
Cranston and a score on a wild
pitch thanks to Gemuenden
gave Winona State a 5-1
advantage.
Tyler Zemla threw six
innings, striking out four and
allowed three runs. Wojcik
pitched the ninth to earn his
first save of the season.
In
game
one
against
Minnesota
Crookston,
at
Crookston, the Warriors took
a 9-2 advantage lead after just
three innings.
McMullen landed a threerun homer while Gemuenden
brought home two on a double
in the first.

In the fifth, Ben Week s got
a RBI single while Van Roekel
and Gemeunden each hit
homers in the sixth for the 10-2
Warrior advantage.
Kodey Simon struck out six
and allowed only two runs
while throwing a complete
game.
In game two one the first
day in Crookston the Warriors
scored seven runs in the top of
the second inning.
The game got close in the
fifth as Crookston pulled within
two but Wojcik and Nelson
scored with single pushing the
lead 9-5.
Three more runs in the eight
and the two in the ninth brought
the Warriors their 17-9 victory.
John Wenker pitched and
struck out six in five innings
and allowed seven runs.
Game one on Sunday
didn't have the electric start
the Warriors showcased in
Saturday's games and Winona
State fell 0-4 after three
innings. They finally got on the

board with a Brett Young RBI
single.
Four runs in the fifth brought
Winona State back, giving
them the lead they wouldn't let
goRyan Ledvina hit a home run
in the seventh and the Warriors
took home another victory 7-6.
Game two had a familiar start.
Like game one, Crookston took
the lead early 2-0 within three.
Winona State responded with
five runs in the fourth and four
more in the fifth for the 9-2
Warrior lead.
Van Roekel had a grand slam
and Sill recorded a two-run
homerun.
Soyl threw the complete
game, his first complete game,
striking out two and gave up
three.
The game wrapped up with
Van Roekel being named the
NSIC Player of the Week
after batting .5000. This week
alone, he went 14-of-28 at the
plate with three homers. Nine
of the 14 hits also went for

extra bases.
The Warriors will finish their
12 game road trip on Tuesday
against Concordia-St. Paul in a
doubleheader.

Contact Erin at
ECochran08@winona.edu
1

Event: Dollars for
Disaster Relief Raffle
Date: April 22 @
Noon
Place: Winona State
Baseball Field
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Raffle tickets
will be on sale
at the game for
$2 a piece and
prizes will be
jgiven out between
every inning! Go
on Facebook
lo "Dollars for
Disaster ReliefPIE a player" to
vote on the WSU
baseball player
you would like to
see pied! For more
information about
the event contact
Elizabeth Jacobs
at ejacobs07@
winona.edu
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Athlete of the Issue
Name: Nate Van Roekel
Number: 18
Position: Second Base
Year In school: Senior
Hometown: New Ulmt Minn.
t: Rick and Kathy Van Roekel
Major: Composite Materials Engin
ve always been a passion of
mine
Most challenging part of the sport? Once baseball is in

Hobbies: I realty enjoy the outdoors, whether its fishing, hunting, or just other outdoor activities.

Something others may not know about you? I have never broken a bone (knock on wood).

a company.
? John Wooden.
in his
life is inspiring.
Interview By: Matt Shalbrack/Winonan

Carefree Shuttle
The Only Way To GO

For Reservations:

1-888-781-5181
www.gocarefreeshuttle.com

Graduation
Semester End
Long weekend

Your airport shuttle service between Winona State, Rochester, and Minneapolis
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Warrior lacosse has "a lot of talent this year," has tournament in Madison April 28-29
Erin Cochran
Winonan

from N.D., Wis., Minn., Iowa shaft around 40 inches long.
and more throughout the The width of the head, the net
Midwest.
part of the stick, is around 10
Lacrosse is a growing sport to 12 inches wide. The larger
There are 24 sport-based
clubs
at
Winona
State throughout the United States. the width, the easier it is to
University that give students Many Division I, II and III save against scoring but harder
a chance to continue in their schools across the nation have to perform "the cradle," the
athletic ability beyond high teams and if it isn't a sanctioned ^essential move in lacrosse.
Cradling is the twisting
school. The Winona State men's sport at the school, many form
lacrosse team, on campus since club teams, such as Winona technique a player uses to keep
the ball in the pocket of their
2006, promotes a lesser-known State.
"Lacrosse is set up very stick.
sport.
The lacrosse ball is a seven
Made up of 21 players, eight similar to soccer," said
of which are freshmen, the Anderson Clark, president to eight inch ball weighing
lacrosse team is coming to a of the Winona State men's about five ounces made of solid
lacrosse team. "There is one rubber.
close on their 2012 season.
The sport of lacrosse requires
Currently, the team is 3-3 goalie, three defensemen who
after this past weekend with remain on the defensive side constant motion and running up
games at St. Mary's. They of the field, three attackers who and down the field, especially
came away with a split, a remain on the offensive side for the midis.
Each lacrosse game is around
victory against Drake, 9-3 and of the field and midfielders, or
a loss against the Cardinals 4-8. midis, who have free range of 40 to 50 minutes long and is
made up of four, 12-minute
The team's season comprised the field."
"Defensive players use "D quarters.
eight games of regular play
Though the Winona State
and ends with the league's poles" which are six foot shaft
tournament held this year in sticks while midis and attackers men's lacrosse team has been
use three foot shafts," said practicing since September,
Madison, Wis.
The Great Lake Lacrosse Mark Keenan, the club's vice their season starts in late March
and lasts about a month.
League is made up of teams president.
Goalies have a stick with a
"In the fall, the practices are

more about working on stick
skills and keeping loose," said
Andrew McGraw, defensive
captain.
Winona State is currently
ranked third in the southwest
conference of the Great
Lakes Lacrosse League. This
conference also includes the
top ranked UW-La Crosse, St.
Mary's and Drake.
"We have a lot of talent this
year with such a young team,"
said Andrew Gronseth, junior
attacker.
"One of our standout players
is freshman Joe Rothing," said
Clark. "He is our lead scorer.
He scored five goals against St.
Mary's this past weekend."
"Freshman Matt Potter is also
a standout long stick midi,"
said Samuel Perry, senior, midi
captain. "He carries a six foot
pole and is considered a midi
but his is essential in defensive
situations."
The team gives a chance to
men who played in high school
and summer leagues to play at

a club collegiate level.
"My favorite part of this
team is just having fun with the
guys on the team and getting
to play on the weekends," said
McGraw, who is in in his ninth
year of play.
If interested in playing
for the Winona State men's
lacrosse team, look for signs
in the beginning of the school
year or contact Mark Keenan or
Bob Kenzler.
The team will finish
off
their regular game season this
weekend at UW-La Crosse
against the Eagles and the UWRiver Falls Falcons.
The Great Lakes Lacrosse
League tournament is April 28
and 29 in Madison, Wis.
For more information on
the team, visit the website
freeteams.net/WinonaState/
index.html.

Contact Erin at
ECochran08@winona.edu
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Michael Ruka/Winonan
Michael Ruka/Winonan
Jacob
Malewicki
saves
a
shot
to
his
right
as
his
teammates
look on.
Phillip Czarnecki shoots a shot on net against Drake University.

Warrior tennis end regular season with 15-2 overall record, NSIC tournament starts April 21
Jamie Babetch
Winonan
The Winona State University
Warrior women's tennis team
swept Minnesota Crookston
and Mary 9-0 on Saturday.
The Warriors started off their
weekend against Mary.
Jessica Urban and Laura
Lindstrand won their doubles

match 8-0 while Laura
Roesslein and Leah Koehler
defeated their opponents 8-1.
Lindstrand and Koehler
also defeated their singles
opponents 6-0 and 6-0 each.
Urban won her singles match
6-0 and 6-1 while Leah.Dahl
went 6-1 and 6-1.
The Warriors then took on
Crookston, also defeating them

9-0.
Erin Kappers and Dahl
defeated their doubles opponent
8-0.

Roesslein and Koehler also
won their doubles match 8-0.
Andrea Krueger and Urban
won her singles matches 6-0
and 6-0.
Lindstrand won her singles
match 6-1 and 6-1.

The Warriors earned a first
round bye in the NSIC after
placing second.
The Warriors were just
behind Augustana who went
10-0 in the NSIC.
The Winona State Warriors
end the regular season being
9-1 in the NSIC and 15-2
overall.
Winona State will take on

the winner of the Upper Iowa
and Minnesota State University
Moorhead first round match of
the NSIC tournament at 6:30
pm on April 21.

Contact Jamie at
JBabetch08@winona.edu
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